Lisbon - Fireplace
Black

Featured polychrome tiles 6x6 Lisbon (Black).
Main tiles in hearth 6x6 (5157).
Lisbon - Fireplace
China Blue

Featured polychrome tiles 6x6 Lisbon (China Blue).
Main tiles in hearth 6x6 (5061).
Lisbon - Fireplace
Indigo

Featured polychrome tiles 6x6 Lisbon (Indigo).
Main tiles in hearth 6x6 (5024).
Olive

Featured polychrome tiles 6x6 Lisbon (Olive).
Main tiles in hearth 6x6 (2021).
Lisbon - Fireplace
Retro Lime

Featured polychrome tiles 6x6 Lisbon (Retro Lime).
Main tiles in hearth 6x6 (5157).